
Зразок конкурсної  робота з математики для вступу до 10 класу  

 

1. Знайти область визначення функції:   у =  
4

√4−3х−х2
; 

2. Спростіть вираз: ( 
√𝑚  −2 

√𝑚 +2 
 +   

8√𝑚

𝑚−4
  ) : 

√𝑚 +2 

𝑚−2√𝑚
 . 

3. Перпендикуляр, проведений з точки перетину діагоналей ромба до 

його сторони, ділить її на відрізки завдовжки 3см і 12см. Знайдіть 

більшу діагональ ромба. 

4. Побудуйте графік функції у = х2 +2х – 3. Користуючись графіком, 

знайдіть: 

1) область значень функції; 

2) при яких значеннях функція набуває додатних значень. 

5. Одна з основ рівнобічної трапеції вдвічі більша за іншу, а бічні 

сторони дорівнюють меншій основі. Знайдіть кути даної трапеції. 

6. Доведіть, що чотирикутникABCD з вершинами в точках А (-1;5), 

В(4;6), С(3;1), D(-2;0) є ромбом. 

7. Тракторист мав за певний час зорати поле площею 180га. Проте щодня 

він зорював на 2 га більше, ніж планував, і закінчив роботу на 1 день 

раніше, ніж планувалося. За скільки днів тракторист зорав поле? 

8*.При яких значеннях параметра а сума квадратів коренів рівняння  

х2 – ах + 4а = 0 дорівнює 9. 

 

Завдання із* виконують учні, які прагнуть навчатися в 

математичному класі. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Зразок конкурсної  робота з англійської мови для вступу до 10 класу  

Перший варіант (математичний) 

 

I. Reading. 

Читання тексту та виконання післятекстового завдання. 

 

Read the text below. For tasks 1–6 choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D).  

Although it may look like an ordinary game, hurling has a very special meaning to Irish people: it is a 

symbol of their national identity and character. It is also the country’s favourite hobby. Hurling is often 

compared to field hockey. However, this analogy would be only partially true. Apart from the fact that 

both games involve a stick and a ball, it is hard to notice any other similarity. Surprisingly enough, 

hurling has in fact a lot to do with such sports as football and rugby, especially when you see what the 

players are allowed to do with the ball. Hurling is played with fifteen players on each side on a field 

larger than a football pitch. The aim of the game is to hit a small ball called a sliotar with a wooden 

stick called a hurley in such a way that it goes into the opponents’ goal or above it. If the ball goes 

around the goalkeeper and lands between two goalposts, in the net, you score three points; hitting the 

ball over the goal (but it must be between the H-shaped goalpost) gives you one point. An average 

score would be about 22-18 over 70 minutes of the game’s official time. Players are allowed to hit the 

ball not only when it is on the ground, but also when it is high in the air. They can also catch the ball in 

their hand (in which case they can carry it for not more than three steps), kick it or even hit it with an 

open hand. A player who wants to carry the ball for more than three steps, has to balance the sliotar on 

the end of the hurley while running. When performed at full speed, this last trick can look really 

impressive. The fast pace of the game combined with the rule allowing the players to strike the ball 

above head height mean there is a high risk of injury. This is why since 2010 all players have had to 

wear a protective helmet. Given the long history of the game, the regulation seems to have come quite 

late. The reason for this is the general opinion about the game among the Irish: hurling is a hard game 

but it must be played fairly and with respect for the other players. No exceptions are made to this rule, 

no matter if it is the hurling played by youth leagues or the women’s version of hurling (called 

camogie): in both cases, the game is as hard as that in the regular men’s leagues and similar safety 

policies must be followed. The only difference is the size of the field and the weight and size of the 

equipment. What is really surprising about hurling is the fact that although the game enjoys great 

popularity, it has remained purely amateur. Most players have regular jobs and do not receive any 

money for their performance unless they become team managers. Also, most games are either free or 

the entry fee is minimal. There is no doubt that hurling is a unique sport in many ways. It is also 

uniquely Irish, as it reflects typical Irish values: hard work, fair play and the importance of the 

community. 

1. Hurling and field hockey  

A. are very similar. 

B. have something in common.  

C. should never be compared. 

 D. involve totally different equipment.  

2. You score more points if you  

A. hit the sliotar over the goal.  

B. hit the hurley over the goal. 

C. hit the sliotar into the net. 

D. hit the hurley into the net.  

3. The players are NOT allowed to  

A. hit the ball when it is on the ground. 

B. balance the ball on the end of the stick.  

C. carry the ball in their hands. 

D. take too many steps with the ball in their hands.  

4. Protective helmets  

A. were for a long time seen as unnecessary.  

B. have a long tradition in hurling. 



C. came too late.  

D. have never been worn in hurling. 

5. Women’s hurling  

A. is harder than men’s hurling.  

B. is safer than men’s hurling.  

C. follows the same rules as men’s hurling.  

D. involves exactly the same equipment as men’s hurling.  

6. Hurling is a unique sport because  

A. it enjoys great popularity.  

B. the players haven’t turned professional.  

C. team managers don’t receive any money.  

D. all games are free. 

 

II. Use of English  

Використання мови(завдання відкритої форми  з короткою відповіддю) 

 

Complete the text. Choose the correct answers, A, B, C or D.  

One of the best films I’ve seen recently is called Inception. It was written and directed by 

Christopher Nolan and released in 2010. The main character is Dom Cobb, played by Leonard 

DiCaprio, who can create dreams for people, 1____ him to enter their minds and steal their ideas or 

change their behaviour. He is asked by the owner of a large energy company to ‘plant’ an idea in 

the mind of one of his competitors, which will make that person destroy their own company. 

Although it is set in the present time, it feels quite 2____ . And despite the plot sounding 3____ , I 

thought the film was very 4____ and realistic.  

One of the most interesting ideas in the film was how time slows down in your dreams, so that 

something that feels like an hour in a dream, might only last for a few minutes in real life. 5____ 

made the biggest impression on me was how a person could have a dream, or several dreams, 

within a dream. And 6____ time you go into the next dream, time slows down even more. This 

means that something that takes only a 7____ seconds in the first dream lasts for several minutes, or 

even hours, in the second or third dream.  

I think it’s 8____ an amazing film. There are a lot of 9____ that you need to understand, but I’ve 

already seen it three times and every time I see it, I understand and enjoy it more. I would definitely 

recommend it. It makes other films look very two-dimensional and 10____ . 

1 A allow B allowed C allowing D are allowing  

2 A modern B futuristic C rural D urban  

3 Aunusual B gripping C irresponsible D familiar  

4 A confused B colloquial C convincing D conscientious  

5 A How B That C What D Which  

6 A all B each C many D most  

7 A anyB few C little D some  

8 A so B such C total D very  

9 A directions B details C roles D settings  

10 A dull B familiar C gripping D moving  

 

 

 

ІІІ. Writing 

Створення власного письмового висловлювання до запропонованої комунікативної 

ситуації(особистий/офіційний лист, есе, стаття, розповідь, рекламна листівка, 

оголошення) 

  

Write a narrative (200–250 words) about the most special day of your life. Include the 

following information:  

 Say when the day was, and describe what the day was like.  



 Say what you were doing and what happened during the day.  

 Explain why it was so special and memorable for you.  

 Describe your feelings on the day, and how you feel about it today  

 

 

 

Другий варіант  (лінгвістичний) 

 

I. Reading. 

Читання тексту та виконання післятекстового завдання. 

 

Read the text below. For tasks 1–6 choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D).  

Although it may look like an ordinary game, hurling has a very special meaning to Irish people: it is a 

symbol of their national identity and character. It is also the country’s favourite hobby. Hurling is often 

compared to field hockey. However, this analogy would be only partially true. Apart from the fact that 

both games involve a stick and a ball, it is hard to notice any other similarity. Surprisingly enough, 

hurling has in fact a lot to do with such sports as football and rugby, especially when you see what the 

players are allowed to do with the ball. Hurling is played with fifteen players on each side on a field 

larger than a football pitch. The aim of the game is to hit a small ball called a sliotar with a wooden 

stick called a hurley in such a way that it goes into the opponents’ goal or above it. If the ball goes 

around the goalkeeper and lands between two goalposts, in the net, you score three points; hitting the 

ball over the goal (but it must be between the H-shaped goalpost) gives you one point. An average 

score would be about 22-18 over 70 minutes of the game’s official time. Players are allowed to hit the 

ball not only when it is on the ground, but also when it is high in the air. They can also catch the ball in 

their hand (in which case they can carry it for not more than three steps), kick it or even hit it with an 

open hand. A player who wants to carry the ball for more than three steps, has to balance the sliotar on 

the end of the hurley while running. When performed at full speed, this last trick can look really 

impressive. The fast pace of the game combined with the rule allowing the players to strike the ball 

above head height mean there is a high risk of injury. This is why since 2010 all players have had to 

wear a protective helmet. Given the long history of the game, the regulation seems to have come quite 

late. The reason for this is the general opinion about the game among the Irish: hurling is a hard game 

but it must be played fairly and with respect for the other players. No exceptions are made to this rule, 

no matter if it is the hurling played by youth leagues or the women’s version of hurling (called 

camogie): in both cases, the game is as hard as that in the regular men’s leagues and similar safety 

policies must be followed. The only difference is the size of the field and the weight and size of the 

equipment. What is really surprising about hurling is the fact that although the game enjoys great 

popularity, it has remained purely amateur. Most players have regular jobs and do not receive any 

money for their performance unless they become team managers. Also, most games are either free or 

the entry fee is minimal. There is no doubt that hurling is a unique sport in many ways. It is also 

uniquely Irish, as it reflects typical Irish values: hard work, fair play and the importance of the 

community. 

1. Hurling and field hockey  

A. are very similar. 

B. have something in common.  

C. should never be compared. 

 D. involve totally different equipment.  

2. You score more points if you  

A. hit the sliotar over the goal.  

B. hit the hurley over the goal. 

C. hit the sliotar into the net. 

D. hit the hurley into the net.  

3. The players are NOT allowed to  



A. hit the ball when it is on the ground. 

B. balance the ball on the end of the stick.  

C. carry the ball in their hands. 

D. take too many steps with the ball in their hands.  

4. Protective helmets  

A. were for a long time seen as unnecessary.  

B. have a long tradition in hurling. 

C. came too late.  

D. have never been worn in hurling. 

5. Women’s hurling  

A. is harder than men’s hurling.  

B. is safer than men’s hurling.  

C. follows the same rules as men’s hurling.  

D. involves exactly the same equipment as men’s hurling.  

6. Hurling is a unique sport because  

A. it enjoys great popularity.  

B. the players haven’t turned professional.  

C. team managers don’t receive any money.  

D. all games are free. 

 

II. Use of English  

Використання мови(завдання відкритої форми  з короткою відповіддю) 

 

Complete the text. Choose the correct answers, A, B, C or D.  

One of the best films I’ve seen recently is called Inception. It was written and directed by 

Christopher Nolan and released in 2010. The main character is Dom Cobb, played by Leonard 

DiCaprio, who can create dreams for people, 1____ him to enter their minds and steal their ideas or 

change their behaviour. He is asked by the owner of a large energy company to ‘plant’ an idea in 

the mind of one of his competitors, which will make that person destroy their own company. 

Although it is set in the present time, it feels quite 2____ . And despite the plot sounding 3____ , I 

thought the film was very 4____ and realistic.  

One of the most interesting ideas in the film was how time slows down in your dreams, so that 

something that feels like an hour in a dream, might only last for a few minutes in real life. 5____ 

made the biggest impression on me was how a person could have a dream, or several dreams, 

within a dream. And 6____ time you go into the next dream, time slows down even more. This 

means that something that takes only a 7____ seconds in the first dream lasts for several minutes, or 

even hours, in the second or third dream.  

I think it’s 8____ an amazing film. There are a lot of 9____ that you need to understand, but I’ve 

already seen it three times and every time I see it, I understand and enjoy it more. I would definitely 

recommend it. It makes other films look very two-dimensional and 10____ . 

1 A allow B allowed C allowing D are allowing  

2 A modern B futuristic C rural D urban  

3 Aunusual B gripping C irresponsible D familiar  

4 A confused B colloquial C convincing D conscientious  

5 A How B That C What D Which  

6 A all B each C many D most  

7 A anyB few C little D some  

8 A so B such C total D very  

9 A directions B details C roles D settings  

10 A dull B familiar C gripping D moving  

 

 

 

 



ІІІ. Writing 

 

Створення власного письмово висловлювання до запропонованої комунікативної 

ситуації(особистий/офіційний лист, есе, стаття, розповідь, рекламна листівка, 

оголошення) 

  

Write a narrative (200–250 words) about the most special day of your life. Include the 

following information:  

 Say when the day was, and describe what the day was like.  

 Say what you were doing and what happened during the day.  

 Explain why it was so special and memorable for you.  

 Describe your feelings on the day, and how you feel about it today  

 

ІV.Speaking 

Висловлювання за темами в межах програми. 

Speak about your eating habits. Give some information about: 

-your typical menu for day; 

-your favourite types of food; 

-the most delicious thing you have ever eaten; 

-unhealthy food in your opinion; 

-places you prefer to buy food. 

 

 

 


